Ask your “elbow partner” these seven questions:

1. What is your spark? I’m dying to know.

2. When and where do you express your spark?

3. Who knows your spark?

4. Who helped feed your spark? Do you have other Spark Champions?

5. What gets in the way of nourishing your spark?

6. What can you do to fan the flame?

7. How do you use your spark to make our world a better place?
Spark Guides
When explorers go to find out about a place that is unknown to them, sometimes other people already know that place well and help the explorers by serving as their guides.

The same is true for spark explorers. While there can be sparks that are brand new, most sparks have been explored and developed by other people, and those people can help you now. Who are your guides?

Who already helps me with my sparks?

Who else might help me with my sparks?

What do they do that helps?

Where could I go to find another adult to be a spark guide?

How could I help someone else with his or her spark?

Who will I help today?